Bullock, secretary; and Victor Tyson, vice president; Comfort Council.

them on behalf of the University for be built

Dr. Kimball Searches For Truth

The above statement was made by David Webster, president of the Student Council.

Proud Addresses Old Grads' Conv

University Assured of Loyalty of the Alumni Prexy

As an illustration of the chemist's characteristic of the substances which make up all living organisms, it is interesting to note that University of New Hampshire student chemists are doing their part in the investigation of the great mystery of living things. In 1929 he married Helen Chase, who has maintained a studio since 1934. The majestic beauty of his sculpture is to be found from Seattle, Washington to the District of Columbia.

Cardigan Will Be Run

Lorado Taft To Address Wildcats Trounce Jumbos Saturday

Stunting over mountains is a thrilling sport which is really not too dangerous with proper equipment and cooperation. The seven students who have been interested in planning the trip are: George Sheid, '35, Frank Davis, '35, Robert P. Booth, class agent for class of '35 at Dartmouth. He has had a sparkling career at Dartmouth and has been a great asset to the club.

A Live College Newspaper

Elected Presidents of Addresses

Proud Addresses Old Grads' Conv

The program was opened by Austin Johnson, '36, as Master of Ceremonies. There were several speakers: President Edward M. Steere, chairman of the Alumni Fund committee, acted as toastmaster and introduced the following speakers: President Edward M. Steere, chairman of the Alumni Fund committee, acted as toastmaster and introduced the following speakers:

Lorado Taft To Address Old Grads Witness Last Game Played on Memorial Field

Other Events Hold The Interest of Alumni During the Day

Approximately 700 guests came to the call of the Blue Key and enjoyed the University's Annual Home-coming program.

Lorado Taft To Address

Old Grads Witness Last Game Played on Memorial Field

The majestic beauty of his sculpture is to be found from Seattle, Washington to the District of Columbia.

Outing Club Gets Cabin—Cardigan

First Official Trip To Mt. Cardigan Will Be Run on November 16-17

A new development on the Outing club horizon comes with the offer of a large, modern, one-story building to be used by club members this winter to accommodate scores of former students. The building was owned by the club. J. H. Strain of the Family club, Benjamin F. Proud, chairman of the Alumni association held their fall meeting in the Faculty club, where several hundred members assembled.

Dr. Kimball Searches For Truth

In Chemistry Labs at N. H. U.

"The trouble with you non-scientist-finallved students," said Dr. Kimball, "is that you can't appreciate the conclusions and formulate theories without enough practical knowledge of the correct working of things. You give us chemists credit for knowing in advance more than we actually do. We are a pretty skeptical clan and hard to convince."

For instance, the average layman reads the papers of chicken hearts being laid off after growing for a number of years and immediately concludes that he must long since have been manufacturing real live phlegm in the laboratory. But the scientist knows that even if he could solve the mystery of synthesizing living protein, he would still be a long way from giving the organism the power of reasoning and the ability of behavior. Furthermore, one of the greatest biologists in the country, Dr. Osterman, has admitted that he knows no universal test to determine the actual difference between living and non-living substances.

As an illustration of this scientist's intense search after truth, Dr. Kimball, told about the research problem which has occupied a number of his students are working on. They are attempting to prove or disprove a very curious hypothesis by a new method of attack. The investigator is trying to establish the connection between the reaction of a certain radioactive substance and its constitutional markers, while the students are seeking to discover whether the rate of radioactivity of the body of the catalyst which brings it about.

Stunting Nights Awarded by S.A.E. and East-West Halls

Mayor "Halle" Belson Acts as Master of Ceremonies Before Large Crowd

Before a large audience of students and "old-timers," members of East and West Halls were awarded two titles in the traditionally annual Blue Key stunt night competition presented in the gymnasion on Thursday evening. The program took first place in the fraternity-accredited category, which was adjudged the best in the women's and men's dormitory category.

The program was sponsored by Austin McCaffrey, president of Blue Key Society. He is the new chairman of the alumni group's annual fund campaign.

Forster, new mayor, Elliot "Halle Belson" Belson. Mayor Belson, after expressing his appreciation as mayor, acted as master of ceremonies.

The B.A.E. entry was called March of the Living and was built around an actual radio broadcast, depicting the march of time in the history of people. The motion picture contribution was a comic operation on the "Lost Universe" of the Preposterous Case.

A third feature of the program was Joe Sinfelt's overture to "The Life of a Lion," which he and his students are working on under the direction of Wadsworth M. A. Kimball, who has maintained a studio since 1934.
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The Status of the Family and Women in Russia ... World Police.

The Fascist Dilemma

The status of maternity and of the family have taken on a new aspect of importance to the nations of the world. The end of the power of the masses, the tightening of divorce laws, the more strict preparation for marriage, the official emphasis upon "the home is the sanctuary of the family need for family life." The explanations of these last moves have been treated as if in contradiction to the capitalist press in that the Fascist regime is trying to force the family away from "bourgeois culture." This angle is "sup- ported" by the publisher of the following article written for the New York Times Sunday, Nov. 16th.

The Fascist state, Sir Norman continued, the Fascist state must unite their forces in the common cause of out- fitting and punishing those who start the war. The Fascist state cannot be firm for the roots of that enlight- ened world are in Germany.
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Basketball Coaches Pick Tournament Intramural Teams

Hanson Leading Scorer of Intramural Basketball with 57 Points
With the completion of the intramural basketball contests, leading individual and team scores have been compiled by John Gordon.

The leading scorer of the season was Art Hanson, Theta Kappa Phi, who amassed a total of 57 points. While the lowest in one game was 3 points by Pi Kappa Alpha.

The highest individual score in one game was McGivney, Pi Kappa Alpha, with a score of 47 points. The lowest average score of the 41 points, 3 points byAlpha Gamma Rho.

The variety and freshness basketball head-coaches picked all-random teams as follows:

Team A  - Forward: Cotton, Theta Sigma; Center: McGivney, Pi Kappa Alpha; Guard: Bernard, Sigma Chi; Guard: Russell, Lambda Chi. 

Team B - Forward: Osero, Kappa Sigma; Rahnynoski, Theta Kappa Phi; Center: McGivney, Pi Kappa Alpha; Guard: Wither, Theta Upsilon Omicron; others, Theta Kappa Phi.

Campus Clippings

A line of silent New Hampshire favorites, including statues, benches, and immaculately stocked bookshelves, stretch from Kendall Hall to the Philbrick Library, with a fewRandall Library branches. The highest indi-vidual score in one game was 3 points by Pi Kappa Alpha.

The highest average score per game was 40 points made by Pi Kappa Alpha, while the lowest average score was 2 points by Alpha Gamma Rho.

The average number of points per team was 30 points made by Pi Kappa Alpha, while the lowest average score was 2 points by Alpha Gamma Rho.

The highest average score per game was 40 points made by Pi Kappa Alpha, while the lowest average score was 2 points by Alpha Gamma Rho.

The variety and freshness basketball head-coaches picked all-random teams as follows:

Team A  - Forward: Cotton, Theta Sigma; Center: McGivney, Pi Kappa Alpha; Guard: Bernard, Sigma Chi; Guard: Russell, Lambda Chi. 

Team B - Forward: Osero, Kappa Sigma; Rahnynoski, Theta Kappa Phi; Center: McGivney, Pi Kappa Alpha; Guard: Wither, Theta Upsilon Omicron; others, Theta Kappa Phi.

A stock of Chilton in Fountain Pens awaits your inspection. A point to suit every need -- fine, medium or coarse. Remember that a Chilton holds twice the ink of an ordinary fountain pen.

University Bookstore

Durham News

(continued from page one)

for the New Hampshire Peace Union.

By Paul O'Brien

There was no much doubt in any­body's mind as to the leading point­scorer of the Wildcats. The Wildcats certainly showed their stuff in front of the old grad stands. Always a trouble, Mr. Johnson was the backbone of the line and could be counted on. Mal Zalk and Nathanson, Joslin, and Girard showed the team, and it was certain that a team should pile up yards.

The one thing that is still noticeable about the grey knitted scarf is a fine piece of work, knitted for me by my moth­er's. To get an example to which we might lower ourselves, I am going to name a couple of the New­ Hampshire groups. Mr. Johnson was the leading man in the New Hamp­shire Chapel, and it is little chil­dren in the towns at this Univer­sity who will not respond to these two generous groups of the opposite sex who were leading the teams Saturday. When 8000 and undergraduates singing our Alma Mater cannot drown out 75 or 100 roosters on the other side of the field, it is really wrong.

To give an example to which we might lower ourselves, I am going to name a couple of the New­ Hampshire groups. Mr. Johnson was the leading man in the New Hamp­shire Chapel, and it is little chil­dren in the towns at this Univer­sity who will not respond to these two generous groups of the opposite sex who were leading the teams Saturday. When 8000 and undergraduates singing our Alma Mater cannot drown out 75 or 100 roosters on the other side of the field, it is really wrong.

Intramural Teams as follow s:

Team A— Forwards: Cotton, Theta Sigma; Center: McGivney, Pi Kappa Alpha; Guard: Bernard, Sigma Chi; Guard: Russell, Lambda Chi.

Team B— Forward: Osero, Kappa Sigma; Rahnynoski, Theta Kappa Phi; Center: McGivney, Pi Kappa Alpha; Guard: Wither, Theta Upsilon Omicron; others, Theta Kappa Phi.

Estimates gladly given without obligation.
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Proud

(continued from page one)

Rinear Appointed to State Position

Mr. Earl H. Rinear of Durham, research specialist in marketing with the New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station, has been appointed state administrator of the triple A potato program.

The state allotments were announced Nov. 1 by the A.A.A. New Hampshire's allotment for 1936 will be 600,000 bushels, 30,000 more bushels than the total sales for 1935. Allotments for individual owners will not be made until funds are provided for administrative expenses.

The allotment for potato growers will depend upon their giving their previous production and aid to a county committee which recommends an allotment.

varied career. In conclusion, Mr. Proud gave the undergraduates valuable advice by saying, "While you are here you should take up whatever position will develop you after graduation. There is a crying need for hardworking men and women of character possessing the homely virtues which are the real values of life. You must realize what you will be up against when you graduate."

President's "Prexy's." President's "Prexy's."

Cheers and the singing of "Alma Mater" ended the convocation.

The stunt night program follows:

Presentation of the Mayor "Crime Does Not Pay"

Alpha Tau Omega

What Price Cavalcade "All Quiet on the Western Front"

"Glisterine Phi Mu Delta"

Sigma Delta "What Would They Think"

Kappa Sigma "Why I should see New York"

Theta Upsilon Omegas "Tales of the Missing Pipers"

Glatterines "Goldene Goosene Hoor"

The judges were Margaret Holan, assistant professor of art, University of Chicago; non-resident professor of art, University of Illinois; member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters; and honorary member of the American Institute of Architects. As a lecturer Mr. Taft is said to have a great power to interest an audience; and what is more important, his hearers can feel that in listening to his comments, they are getting the opinion of an authority on sculpture and a truly creative artist.

Of course, I'm just getting them in case the boys should call

They do say they're milder and taste better—and I've heard tell they satisfy
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